ABSTRACT. This paper proves the existence of a new family of nontrivial homotopy elements in the stable homotopy of spheres which is of degree 2(p -l)(p n + 3/? 2 4-3/7 + 3) -7 and is represented by b n -\goγ 3 in the E]'*-term of the Adams spectral sequence, where p ^ 7 is a prime and n ^ 4. In the course of proof, a new family of homotopy elements in π*V(\) which is represented by 6 π -ι0o in the E2'*K(l)-term of the Adams spectral sequence is detected.
Introduction
Let A be the mod p Steenrod algebra and S the sphere spectrum localized at an odd prime p. To determine the stable homotopy groups of spheres π*S is one of the central problems in homotopy theory. One of the main tools to reach it is the Adams spectral sequence (ASS) E^ = Ext^Z^Z^) => n t -s S, where the E^-term is the cohomology of A. If a family of generators x, in £2* converges nontrivially in the ASS, then we get a family of homotopy elements fi in π*S and we say that /• is represented by jt, e Ej * and has filtration s in the ASS. So far, not so many families of homotopy elements in π*S have been detected. For example, a family Cn-i e n p n q+q _^S for n ^ 2 which has filtration 3 and is represented by h$b n -\ e Exi^p Λq+9 (Z p^Zp ) has been detected in [2] , where q = 2(p -1). The main purpose of this paper is to detect a new family of homotopy elements in π*S which has filtration 7 in the ASS.
From [3] 3 6 Ext^ +2p+l ' 9 (Zp,Z p ) whose name in [1] is λo,ι,2,3 Our main result is the following theorem. The above family of homotopy elements in π*^ is constructed based on a family of homotopy elements in π*K(l), the stable homotopy groups of TodaSmith spectrum V(l).
The spectrum V(\) is closely related to S and is defined as follows. Let M be the Moore spectrum modulo a prime p ^ 5 given by the cofibration (1.1)
S-^S^M-^ΣS
Let α: Σ q M -> M be the Adams map and K be its cofibre given by the cofibration
where q = 2(p -1). This spectrum which we briefly write as K is known to be the Toda-Smith spectrum V(\). Theorem I will be proved based on the following result.
THEOREM II: Let p ^ 5, n ^ 2, then the reduction of b n -\gQ e Ext^p" q+pq+2q (Z p ,Z p ), converges in the ASS to a nontrivial homotopy element in n p n q+pq+ 2 q -^K.
From [2] , there is Cn-i e π p n q+q _^S for n ^ 2 which is represented by hβbn-i eExt^p nq * q (Zp,Z p ). By using Cw-i as a geometric input and some properties of K studied in [7] , we will detect an element Cή_ι e [Z*"***" 4^ Jŝ atisfying fζ^_ λ -ijf(ζ n _ι Λ IK) modulo higher filtration Moreover, we will show that ζ"βi'i 6 π p n q+pq+2 q-4K is a nontrivial element of filtration 4 represented by bn-^εE^ qJrpq+2q (n*K,Z p }, where £e [Γ (/H~1)έ7 Λ:,Λ:] is the known ι? 2 -periodicity element (cf. [7] p.426). This is a sketch of construction in the proof of Theorem // given in section 3.
Let V(2) be the cofibre of β: Σ^p^qK -> K and γ e [Σ^p 2+p^q V (2) , V(2}} be the #3 -periodicity element for /? ^ 7 (cf. [7] p.426). Reduct the element ζ'ή^βi'ieπ+K to π*K(2) and compose with γ moreover, we pinch this resulting map to the top cell of F(2), then we get an element in π pnq^p 2 +p+^q _ Ί S which will be shown to be represented by b n -ι9o73 eExt Ί j*(Z p ,Z p ) in the ASS. This is a sketch of construction in the proof of Theorem I given in section 3. Note that the b n -ιgoγ 3 -element obtained in Theorem I is an indecomposable element in π*S, i.e. it is not a composition of elements in π*S of lower filtration, because b n -\ and 0o eExt%*(Z p ,Zp) are known to die in the ASS.
After giving some preliminaries on Ext groups of lower dimensional in section 2, the proof of the main theorems will be given in section 3.
Some preliminaries on Έxt groups
In this section, we will prove some results on Ext groups of lower dimension which will be used in the proofs of the main theorems. PROOF. From [11] , we have a quotient chain complex (C*'*,rf) of the cobar complex of A whose cohomology is isomorphic to Ext^'*(Z /7 ,Z^) (not an algebra isomorphism!) and as a vector space over Z p C*'* -E(Λ mι ,|;ιι > 0, ι> 0) ® P(b m j\m > 0, i > 0) ® P(0> ^ 0) where E is the exterior algebra and P the polynomial algebra, h m j,b m j,a n are represented in the cobar complex by At degree / = p n q + mq + r with m, r < p, C 4)ί has no generator which has factors consisting of the above elements, because such generator will have internal degree (c n -\p n~l -\ -----h c\p + CQ)? -f d(modp n q) with some c, 7^ 0 (l<ι<yι-l), where 0<c,</>, ,s = 0,...,w-1, 0 < d ^ 4. Exclude the above factors and factors with internal degree > p n q, we can easily show that
But computing the coboundary in the cobar complex we have 
induced by (1.1). The left group is zero for r = 2 (cf. [3] ) and has unique generator a^h n for r = 3 (cf. [1] Similarly, look at the following exact sequence induced by (1.1). As stated above, the right group has unique generator <W*(*Λ-ι) Moreover, /?*a*/*(6 n _i) = a t i*p* (b n -\) = a*ι*(έio6 π -ι) = a^;/?*(ό n _ι) = 0, that is to say, the right /?* = 0. So, Ext^"^-fl (H*M,H*M) has unique generator α*(Z> w _ι) such that /*α*(ft π _ι) = /*α*(έ n _ι) = α*z*(A π _ι) since Ext^Λ +^2 (H*Λf,Z^) = 0 by the fact that Ext^+^Z,, Z^) -0 for r=l,2 (cf. [1] ).
(2) Consider the following exact sequence
nduced by (1.1). The left group is zero and the right group has unique generator h n (cf. [3] ) which satisfies />*(*") = a Q h n φ 0 e Ext^^+ 
; . Q E.D.
Proof of the main theorems
We will first prove theorem II. Before proving it, we need to prove some lemmas. 
(Note: Here, we need only to check mfy&ci) = (IMA 62^1 )^GI and this can be proved by the induced homomorphism in Z^-cohomology by using the fact that (J^IKG,)^G S = l KGs ). Q Q.E.D.
PROOF of THEOREM II: The relation α" = xΰ" in (2.14) yields an element σe Ljf, X^+ This proves the lemma. Q.E.D.
